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when dry erase ink has been on a
surface for a long time, some spots
may harden and become difficult to
erase. To remove stubborn ink spots,

Due to daily use, marker ink naturally
forms a residual film and scaling over
time, it’s good to clean entire WEpaint
surface thoroughly every 3-4 week.
Use Clean-off or any standard
whiteboard spray to restore and
extend the life of paint.
There are number of Marker brands
with different ink chemical formula
present in market. It’s recommended to
test the erasability of any ink in a small
area.
if by mistake it happens then re-mark
the lines with whiteboard marker
several times and wipe out
with clean dry cloth. Repeat the same
many times. Lastly clean that surface
with whiteboard cleaner.
Avoid direct use of thinner/industrial
solvent on WEpaint surface.
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READ BEFORE OPENING THE CAN
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Masking Tape
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Ø Make sure the surface on which you're applying
WEpaint is completely smooth. Walls having divots,
scratches, or bumps would require some pretreatment before doing the application. Use good
quality of putty, laapi or joint compound to seal/repair
this type of surface and repaint it if necessary.
Ø Make the place dust free before opening the can
and then start application for better performance.
Ø Use only one kit at a time. Mixed paint will not last
for long time.
Ø Use the entire solution within 1 hour after opening
the container.
Ø If not using the kit immediately, store it at dry place
and make use of it before the 6 month of
manufacturing date.
Ø Do not add/dilute with any thinner/solvent solution
Ø Do not tint with any pigment paste or colorant.
Ø DO NOT STRETCH PAINT BEYOND INDICATED
SURFACE AREA ON THE BOX, DOING SO WILL
REDUCE PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
Ø We've provided you more than enough quantity of
paint to cover the specified sq. ft. area. So don't
panic if few drops are wasted. You're important to us
and we'll take good care of you!!

Contact us for more on info@wepaint.in
or connect directly to our product distributor

